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Landscape and lighting installed by the Morgan Landscape Group.

|

Installation

“Keeping Charlotte Green”

Outdoor Living

|

Maintenance

www . morganlandscapegroup . com

• 704.588.2292

DESIGN CENTER / COTSWOLD MARKETPLACE

THE LOOK OF SLEEK ELEGANCE
COLOR
PALET TE
BR ASS DETAIL
& UNIQUE
LIGHTING
FIXTURES ADD
EMPHASIS TO
YOUR SPACE

ABSTR ACT
Mixed Media
Leftbank Art

ANY HOUSE OR ROOM REMEMBERED
WITH PLEASURE HAS THE LOOK OF

TEXTILE
ACCENTS

BEING LOVED BY THOSE WHO LIVE
IN IT.

- BILLY BALDWIN

FLOOR PLAN TIP:
Anchor neutral upholstery
in your space by layering a
chevron hide over a sisal
area rug.

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS
6

FURNITURE: CUTOUT TOP COFFEE TABLE | Lazy Susan
LIGHTING: CER AMIC IVORY FLUTED LAMP | Regina Andrews
Home PILLOW
Design & Decor
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2017
FABRIC:
CORDOVA
RETRO
CUT VELVET | Kravet

HOME DECOR

UPHOLSTERY

ARTWORK

WALLPAPER

LIGHTING

GIFTS

THE STORY

of a
LIVING
ROOM

200 N. SHARON AMITY

|

CHARLOTTE, NC

COTSWOLDMARKETPLACE.COM

|

704.365.3331

Let Us Introduce Your Home
To The World

SO UTHPARK - PELLYN WOOD
2019 Craigmore Drive, Charlotte | $5.2 M
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750 & Reed Jackson 704-713-3623

UNDER CONTRACT

$1.4995 M
EASTOVER

1623 Scotland Avenue, Charlotte
Kim Raymond 704-451-3322

$1.189 M
HERON HARBOR

21900 Satilla Drive, Cornelius
Meredith Hall 704-905-8400

$1.25 M
BAY CROSSING

157 Bay Shore Loop, Mooresville
Lori Ivester Jackson 704-996-5686
Jackie Morgan 704-578-6682

WHY IVESTER JACKSON | CHRISTIE’S?
• Over 1300 affiliate offices worldwide
• Engage the world’s most affluent audience
• Local expertise, tailored service,
Christie’s credibility

704-499-3054 | IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202

$3.449 M

SOLD

SOLD

$1.450 M
BEVERLY WOODS

6433 Sharon Hills Road, Charlotte

$790 K
COTSWOLD

142 Wonderwood Drive, Charlotte

Selling Charlotte’s Most
Distinctive Properties
Leslie Fisher
704.906.4749 | Leslie@IvesterJackson.com
• Charlotte native & top producer for 20 years
• Member Of Exclusive Agent Network for
Christie’s International Real Estate

| IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202
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Living with Ethan
Allen means living
with quality, and
living with quality
just makes sense.

E N V I R O N M E N T

/

E X P E R I E N C E

SPECIAL SAVINGS GOING ON NOW

CHARLOTTE / PINEVILLE 11516 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY 704.341.7512
Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. Sale going on for a limited time. ©2017 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.

/

S E R V I C E

Levantina’s newly opened Stone Center in Charlotte
is the premier destination for those searching for
exquisite natural stone including quartzite, marble,
granite, soapstone, travertine and onyx.
Our contemporary showroom and state-of-the-art
warehouse offers the best quality and variety of
stone to reflect your vision.

LEVANTINA CHARLOTTE. 5032 Sirona Drive, Suite 500 · Charlotte, NC 28273
T 980-939-0174 · charlotte@levantina.com · levantina.com/us

Serenbe is nestled in the beautiful countryside of Chatt Hills just outside of Atlanta.
Experience our Saturday farmers market and farm tours, boutique shops, art galleries, three
farm-to-table restaurants, 29-bedroom inn and wellness programming. Homes from $389,000
to $1,000,000+ offering single-family, townhouses, live-works, apartments and condos.
Plan your visit at Serenbe.com/Events
Plan the rest of your life at SerenbeRealEstate.com

COME FOR A DAY, A WEEKEND OR STAY FOR A LIFETIME.

Custom Homes from $300K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333

We offer:
Custom homes on your homesite | Homesite selection assistance
Designing & drawing your dream home
2-10 Home Buyer’s Warranty | Use your plan or start with one of ours

Silhouette® with PowerView Motorization
TM

D

• Hunter Douglas Gallery Showroom
• Shutters
• Blinds
• Shades
• Specialty Shape Windows
• Motorization
• Serving The Charlotte Area
• In House Certified Installers

Diana’s

Blinds & Designs, Inc.

803-548-4440

Family Owned and Operated
for Over 30 years.

From the editor

Home Sweet Home

A

round this time last year, my husband and I got a
call from a dear friend inquiring if we were serious
when we expressed interest in buying his and his
wife’s house.  Admittedly, I may have (repeatedly)
mentioned to them how much I loved their house,
and I may have even dropped hints to please let us
know if they ever wanted to sell.  The sprawling front porch reminded
me of my Southern roots, the attention to detail throughout the home
always caught my designer’s eye and the open concept and space just
seemed like a great fit for our family of eight.  We would joke with our
friends that they built the perfect house for our family!  Gratefully,
they thought of us when they were ready to downsize, and we ended
up moving into our dream home on Memorial Day last year.  
However, that incredible phone call sent us into a tailspin of
analyzing the housing market and consulting with realtors, appraisers
and real estate attorneys.  We unexpectantly became buyers of our
forever home and sellers of our previous home all in the same day.  
Fortunately, Charlotte has continued to have a growing and stable
housing market for several years, and this made our transition
much easier.
Welcome to our annual real estate issue, where we highlight
pertinent data related to Charlotte’s rising housing market, including
current and forecasted growth and demographic trends.  From millennials
to baby boomers, we capture how we all contribute to a healthy real
estate market by calling Charlotte and surrounding areas home!
All of the feature homes in this issue tell a story about Charlotte
living at its finest – from an upscale Eastover townhome to a gem
in Foxcroft to a family estate in the suburbs. Enjoy the “tour” as the
talent in Charlotte’s home design industry guides and inspires us
throughout these pages.
As always, thank you for connecting with us at Home Design &
Decor.  If you are new to our magazine or our extraordinary city,
Welcome Home!
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On The Cover:
Interior designer
Traci Zeller uses
a neutral color
scheme combined
with updated
elements to create
a sophisticated and
fresh dining room
(page 38).

Angie Woods
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Charlotte
5431 Monroe Rd.
704-568-7600

Matthews & Outlet Center
9405 E. Independence Blvd
704-708-4223

Huntersville
9715 A Sam Furr Rd
704-896-9626

Pineville
11523-D Carolina Place Pkwy
704-527-5510

Hig h Cotton Hom e
furniture • Design • Lighting • decor

2137 South Blvd #100 | Charlotte, NC 28203 | 704.335.1220

www.highcottonhomecompany.com
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style | curb appeal

Exterior Motives
By Kate Golden

First impressions
are everything, even
for your home.
From grand front porches to quaint
stoops, the entrance to your home can
speak a thousand words. Revamping
your curb appeal to introduce your
personality and style doesn’t have to
be hard, just tackle these few areas of
your porch to create a whole new look
and feel.
However you choose to amp up
your homes’ curb appeal, make sure to
make it all your own. The porch is like
an introduction to your home and your
life in it, so make sure it reflects you!

Zero George Street www.zerogeorge.com; Photography by Eric Kelley

Plant Your Roots
Greenery isn’t just for the yard. Bring some life to
your porch by adding plants. Don’t be afraid to
go big and add a small potted tree or plants with
oversized leaves in a large pot. Adding a variety
of plant sizes adds diversity and interest to your
arrangements. Don’t have a lot of space? Try
hanging plants, they save room but still give you
the opportunity to show off your green thumb.
www.grandinroad.com

Furniture Fun
Who said that only the back
porch gets to be the gathering
area? Add seating to the front
of your house for a cozy effect.
Swivel chairs are functional
and trendy and perfect for an
entrance. If you have a larger
area, add a couch or a daybed
to create a sanctuary for relaxing on a
warm day. Bring a little personality and
hominess into it with a fun area rug.
www.castelleluxury.com
www.yliving.com
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Door Dress-Up
Giving your door a new finish is the
easiest way to create a whole new
vibe for the front of your house.
Paint your door glossy black for a
sleek and modern look. Change
up the shape and try an arched
doorway for a more welcoming
feel. To make a real impact, install
a larger than usual door. Tall doors
add drama and attract attention to
your home.

trend | kitchen & bath

Image courtesy of Dearborn Builders www.dearbornbuilders.com; Photography by Max Kim-Bee.

In the Mix
By Aleigh Acerni

From a touch of nature to textured finishes, here’s a trend report on the
kitchen and bath design elements you’ll see a lot more of in 2017.
All-white kitchens and baths will always be classic, but that’s
not the full story for 2017 design trends. To find out what design
trends are on the horizon, we caught up with MaryJo Camp of
DesignCamp, who recently spoke about kitchen and bath trends
for Design Construction Week 2017. This year, expect to see
mix-and-match design made into a pleasing, eclectic aesthetic.
24 Home Design & Decor Charlotte | April / May 2017

Watch for mixed cabinet finishes, where natural wood grain or
white pairs with bright colors or opaque neutrals. Designers will
bring the outdoors in through living walls and live-edge wood
countertops. Warm metals like rose gold and bronze are also
on trend, and large-format design (from bold floral wallpaper to
oversized tiles) will help make a statement in kitchens and baths.

3. Planter
Wally One Living Wall
$40 each
www.woollypocket.com

24-Piece Flatware Set for 6 people
in 18-Carat Pink Gold
$1,590
www.jungleeny.com

Modern Pull in Aged Brass
$19
www.restorationhardware.com

Herringbone Double Vanity Base
$3,195
www.RH.com

Camper series wood look
porcelain tile (10x40)
$10.38 per square foot
www.sociinc.com

Ellie Cashman
dark floral wallpaper
$85 per roll
www.elliecashmandesign.com/us
April / May 2017 | Home Design & DecoR Charlotte 25

HAYES

Selling Charlotte’s

MOST DESIRABLE HOMES

Buster Cox
704.608.7184

Gayle Daly
704.996.5556

Aaron Davis
704.651.3259

Linda Davis
704.904.6777

Linda Henley
704.621.8694

Chip Jetton
704.608.1661

Laina Kafiti
216.577.7232

Sarah Kennerly
704.904.6973

Amanda McLamb
917.690.2991

Cecelia McNorrill
404.308.1043

Peggy Peterson
704.904.6279

Win Register
704.651.5683

Sara Roche
704.516.3888

Lisa Rupp
704.560.4772

Catherine Turner
704.578.5551

w w w. c c h r e a l t o r s . c o m

HAYES

Featured Homes

14121 Rhone Valley Drive • Montreux - $1,149,000

Magnificent private estate in the prestigious community of Montreux, nestled on 1.3 acres on
a private cul-de-sac lot! Unparalleled architecture, custom finishes & design make this home
truly special! Exquisitely appointed rooms, mahogany study, grand living spaces & amazing
gourmet kitchen. 5 bedrooms, each with its own private bath. Wonderful bonus room &
media room w/custom bar. 2 terraces overlook the tranquil, wooded backyard w/custom
heated salt water pool & spa. Laurie Halt, 704-904-4574

4620 Mckee Road • McKee Garden Estates - $600,000

Custom beauty in South Charlotte. Features 10’ceilings, 8’ solid doors, heavy moldings,
hardwood floorings & stone fireplace. Master on main. Huge mud room & drop zone. Upper
level includes loft area, vaulted ceilings, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths. Finished Basement boasts bar,
theater room & bedroom with full bath. Three car garage. Bonus room/man cave & full bath
is listed as 3rd floor. Lots of storage! Private, flat backyard perfect for a pool, backs to woods.
Bridget Graves, 704-560-2311

2337 Chesterfield Avenue • Chantilly - $379,000

Best street, best block... unbeatable location in sought-after Chantilly! Adorable painted brick
home with rocking chair front porch. Good floor plan with nice flow and loads of natural light.
Sleek updated kitchen with granite countertops, dark cabinetry, and stainless steel appliances.
Tons of storage in huge basement and one-car garage plus incredible expansion potential
with a walk up attic. Welcome home! Leigh Cottingham Corso, 704-650-0063

2304 Dilworth Road W • Dilworth - $825,000

Charming 5 bedroom, 3 bath Dilworth home. Very rare opportunity, ready to make your own!
10 foot ceilings down and 9 up. Hardwood floors everywhere except for 3 bedrooms and
baths. Plenty of internal space for future renovations without needing to touch the exterior.
Beautiful sought after Dilworth Road West convenient to shops and restaurants. Fenced
backyard and beautifully landscaped. Becky McGrath, 704-560-1124

831 Queens Road • Myers Park - $1,950,000

True 1920’s gem brimming with charm, class and character in the heart of Myers Park! Soaring
ten foot ceilings, gorgeous millwork and spectacular architectural details throughout. The
beautiful flowing layout of this home’s interiors creates a perfect environment for stylish entertaining and casual daily living. Enchanting and immaculate gardens and terraces with endless
space for entertaining and relaxation. Sara Roche, 704-516-3888

229 N Church Street #200 • Fourth Ward - $750,000

Original 1907 Carolina Medical College building renovated in 2002 to create a truly unique 21
unit building overlooking Historic Settler Park that is quiet and has an intimate feel. Unbeatable 4th Ward location 1 block from Tryon Street and walkable to the amenities of Uptown.
Unit is well appointed and features tall ceilings, floor to ceiling windows, gourmet kitchen
with Sub-Zero fridge, covered terrace and heavy moldings. Callie Kelly, 704-578-6365

704-364-1700 • www.cchrealtors.com

market | real estate

charlotte

On the

RISE

The history, people and places
that are making the Queen
City one of the hottest housing
markets in the nation.
By Nancy Atkinson
With its blend of old-fashioned Southern charm and highenergy cosmopolitan bustle, Charlotte, North Carolina is a great
place to live and work. The city is “a metro on the rise,” according
to a recent report by U.S. News & World Report that ranks the
Queen City number 15 on its annual list of best places to live in the
nation, based on factors that include a strong job market, low costof-living and affordable housing.
28 Home Design & Decor Charlotte | April / May 2017

Ivester Jackson

But Charlotte’s future wasn’t always so rosy. In 1965, when
architect A.G. Odell and other leaders formed the Master Plan
Committee, they saw a city in decline as people began moving
to the suburbs. Their vision to bring people back was ambitious:
a downtown sports stadium, hotels, museums, high-rise
apartments, parks, a convention center and new office towers.
While not all of their ideas materialized, in many ways Charlotte
has become the bold city they predicted.
Millennials On The Move
Recent Census estimates show the population in North
Carolina has doubled since 1970, propelled in part by rapid growth
in the Charlotte area. An average 109 people a day moved
to Charlotte from April 2010 to July 2015, many of them
post-college graduates.
“Charlotte has a lot to offer,” says Roger Parham, 2017
President of the Charlotte Regional Realtor® Association/Carolina
Multiple Listing Services, Inc. (Carolina MLS). One benefit for
millennials in Charlotte is home affordability. Young people from
larger cities find lower taxes and affordable housing in Charlotte
enables them to become first-time homebuyers, something they
might never have imagined while living in New York.
“What the buyer values dictates where they choose to live,”

Parham explains. “Single and young professionals come
seeking the in-town, urban living of Uptown Charlotte
where they are close enough to walk to work, shopping,
entertainment, bars and nightlife. Families are looking
more toward
the suburbs
Current
One Year and don’t mind the commute
Month
+/–
Activity
Previous
and traffic.”  

Average Sales Price
Average sales price for all closed sales, not accounting for seller concessions, in a given month.
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Cottingham Chalk Hayes

8.4 percent, with a change in median sales price for single
family homes up 7.9 percent and up 8.7 percent for condos and
townhomes. Sellers received 96.2 percent of their original list
price. Real estate experts predict more of the same in 2017.
One issue will be the continued lack of inventory in both
new and existing homes, causing an increase in home prices. A
February 2017 report on the Carolina MLS region (encompassing
18 counties surrounding Charlotte and Mecklenburg County)
shows inventory for the region is down 21 percent from this time
last year, with only 2.3 months of supply compared with 3.2
months supply last February.
Parham is reassured inventory will increase. “Sellers are
starting to get off the fence,” he says. “New listings increased
5 percent year-over-year in January, but were up 55 percent in
December 2016. While not enough to affect the overall inventory
decline, the increase in property listings has started much earlier
than the traditional spring selling season, which usually kicks off
in March.”
Supply of homes is tight throughout the region, but the
outlying counties of Lincolnton, Cabarrus and Iredell offer more
opportunities for new construction and a bit more inventory.
The highest areas of demand are Uptown Charlotte, South
Charlotte, Matthews, Steele Creek, Lake Wylie, northern
Mecklenburg (University City, Huntersville, Davidson), Union
County (Waxhaw, Indian Trail, Hemby Bridge and Stallings),
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York County (Fort Mill) and Lancaster County, SC, with an
average of one to two months inventory.
Best Moves for Homebuyers
As long as the demand remains strong, the outlook for future
sales growth in the Charlotte area will be steady, and buyers will
continue to be challenged by a limited supply, faster days on the
market and multiple offer situations.
What advice do real estate professionals have for those
planning a move to the Charlotte area? “Buyers shouldn’t wait,”
says Parham, explaining that national trends show people
typically wait until spring or summer to buy.
“Buyers coming into 2017 need to be prepared to move quickly
when they find a home they like,” he says. “Start the hunt early
and shop around for a mortgage, talking to more than one lender,
because a lower interest rate can equate to thousands of dollars in
savings over the life of the loan.”
Last but not least, Parham says homebuyers should think
long and hard about their offer. “It may be your only shot at the
property,” he says. “Most buyers have a price range they’re willing
to pay, and they start at the bottom of that range to allow room for
negotiation. But a tough seller’s market is not the time for lowball
offers. Buyers should expect multiple-offer situations and be sure
they’re okay with losing out on the house they want, based on
their offer price.”u

What you need. When you need it. And with an eye on your future.
That’s what we provide for every Private Banking and Commercial client.
We promise.

6337 Morrison Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28210 | 704.644.4001 | ParagonBank.com
Member FDIC /

Equal Housing Lender

palette | blush & rose gold

Pretty
in

Pink

by Christina Spratt Spencer

2017 is
looking at
interior design
through rose
colored glasses.
From the faintest, barely-there
whisper of blush to the restrained
warmth of the fiery undertones
of a metallic rose gold and all of
the varying shades in between,
interior design and décor just
pushed the boundaries of the
pinks we thought we once knew.
The introduction of these refined
color stories are far more bold
than bashful.
The juxtaposition of blush in a
room’s palette serves as a more unconventional “neutral” by providing
an aesthetic softness to ground
other elements – from monochromatic neutrals to even the boldest
of palettes.  Rose gold provides a
dramatic and unexpected quality
of warmth often crisply highlighting sleek and modern silhouettes
while refracting its signature
warm glow.

Anne de Leeuw for Vtwonen via&SUUS via apartment therapy
(Image credit: Anne
de Leeuw for Vtwonen via&SUUS via apartment ther
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Clockwise from top left:

Copper and brass rod & weave chair / $1950 / www.trnk-nyc.com
Fabric selections (clockwise from left):
“Chinois Palais” in Blush Conch by Mary McDonald for Schumacher also available in wallpaper / www.fschumacher.com
“Greek Stripe” in Blush by Robert Allen / currently in stock at Front Door Fabrics & Interiors / www.robertallendesign.com
“Asian Trail” in Blush by Robert Allen / www.robertallendesign.com
“Rivers” in Blush by Tobi Fairley for Duralee / www.duralee.com
Ro Sham Beaux Lily Pink Quartz Chandelier / $1998 / www.laylagrayce.com
Acrylic Rose Gold Box with Selenite Crystal / $115 / www.mapletondrive.com
HIL-9032 New Zealand Wool Rug 8’x11’ / trade only / www.surya.com
Leavenworth Marble Coffee Table / $598 / www.anthropologie.com
Jamie Young Studio Table Lamp with Thin Drum Shade / $250 / www.jamieyoung.com
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profile | design board

maggie yackel
When I leave a client
meeting for the first time, I
always have one initial vision in
my head that drives the whole
design. It could be a specific
fabric, wallpaper or piece of
art that has really stuck with
me. When I was younger, I
would constantly rearrange my room using this same
method. It was always exciting to see how I could
achieve different looks in the same space with just
a few of the right changes. The possibility of seeing
a room transform into something entirely new has
always inspired me.
One trend I use throughout many of my current
designs is navy as a neutral, or really any blue for
that matter. Navy is a classic color choice that can
flow with just about any decor style. Navy works with
almost every color combination, warm and
cool tones included, and I love the
combination of navy with brass!
Throughout my years as a
designer at Lucy & Co., I have
discovered that a ton of
different colors are not
needed to create an interesting,
unique design. The key is to
layer patterns and textures for a
more luxe and inviting room!
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On Top
Color
Eternal Marquina

COSENTINO CENTER CHARLOTTE
11435 Granite Street | Suite B
Charlotte, NC 28273
704.504.1538

Discover more on topsontop.com | Follow Us F T

A product designed by Cosentino®

Cindy Crawford on Silestone Countertop

2889 Gray Fox Road
Monroe, NC 28110
704.238.1659
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Summer is here.
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®
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One of Zeller’s (and the homeowners’) favorite rooms, the dining
room boasts a subtle animal-print wallpaper by Anna French and
a coastal-inspired bubble glass light fixture by Oly Studios.
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Traditional
Tweak
By Blake Miller
Photography by Dustin Peck

A traditional home
gets a fresh makeover.

A

licia Harris needed some nudging. The decidedly
stylish working mom of two is fairly traditional,
so when she and her husband, Jeff, purchased
their home on the border of Eastover and
Foxcroft, the couple’s directives for the design
of the home were simple: fairly traditional
yet stylish. “Alicia definitely appreciates traditional design,” says
designer Traci Zeller, whom the couple had worked with on the
interiors of their previous residence. “But they wanted the design to
reflect their young family with a fresh take on a traditional aesthetic.”
This minor tweak to tradition proved a bit of a challenge for
Harris. “She needed a little persuading when it came to some of the
less traditional design aspects,” laughs Zeller. “She has fantastic
style but was hesitant at first to step outside her comfort zone with
some of the pieces.”
The color palette of warm neutral hues is such a fresh take on
the traditional color palette of burgundy, beige, and brown. “Alicia
doesn’t love a ton of color so she wanted it pretty neutral and light
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“The homeowner just wanted the room
to be light and bright,” says Zeller of the
breakfast nook. A Ro Sham Beaux chandelier
coupled with an Alexis Walter painting give
that immediate light and bright feel.
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A once choppy room with awkward seating areas was given a fresh
take when Zeller designed the room with entertaining and relaxing
in mind. Ample seating allows for great conversation while comfy
sofas serve as the ideal place to unwind with the family.

Lucky for Zeller, the kitchen needed little to no tweaking. “It
was already such a lovely space from the previous owners
that we decided not to touch a thing,” she says, including
the light fixtures, which came with the home.

but not flat and boring,” says Zeller. This is most prevalent in the
living room where soothing creams and whites blend seamlessly
with subtle textures and patterns to create interest to what
could otherwise be a flat design. The room features ample
seating perfect for entertaining, as well as an adjacent library,
which was a primary request from the beginning.
The dining room is one room where Zeller truly pushed
the envelope with Harris. Originally the room came with
a stunning traditional chandelier. Although “there was
absolutely nothing wrong with it,” according to Zeller, the
light fixture was ultra-conservative and far from the fresh yet
polished look the designer had been hired to create. “This room
is one of the first rooms you see when you walk into the home
and sets the tone for the rest of the house. We wanted people
to immediately know their home is sophisticated and elegant
but young and fresh, too.” The addition of the coastal-inspired
bubble glass light fixture by Oly Studios created an instant
wow factor to the room while a subtle animal-print wallpaper
by Anna French completed the updated traditional look. “Both
elements created an easygoing spirit with a polished finish,”
says Zeller.
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Zeller kept the master
bedroom feeling fresh
and airy by keeping the
Legacy Linens bed linens
simple and neutral.
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Zeller had a touch more freedom
when it came to the design of the
homeowner’s “man cave” as it was
an addition they put on after they
purchased the home. The look is
refined yet comfortable, which
suits the purpose of the room
well—it doubles as a place to hang
out but also for the homeowner to
have business meetings.

Mirrored tiles are an elegant, unexpected entryway into
the master bedroom. The Chinoiserie chest is an antique.
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Zeller took cues
from nature
when installing
the outdoor living
space, which
boasts bold
greens and
neutrals.
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To keep the room transitional as the homeowners’ young
daughter gets older, Zeller based the room’s design
on a neutral base and then added in pops of color via
colorful fringe hanging from the dresser, white linens with
rainbow pom-pom fringe, and patterned draperies.

Zeller’s nudge to a bit of a transitional design is truly on display upstairs in
one of the Harris’ daughters’ bedrooms. “Reagan loves color,” says Zeller. But in
order to appease her mom, who isn’t a fan of bold pops of pink and green, Zeller
installed a design based on neutrals. White linens with rainbow pom-pom fringe
and patterned draperies boasting subtle color and bold design are inventive ways
to combine neutral with color. Colorful fringe hang from the dresser hardware,
which instantly creates a fresh, young look appropriate for the then eight year old.
“I could create a half-dozen schemes around this room,” says Zeller of the neutral
base from which the design can easily be changed. “If Reagan decided tomorrow she
didn’t like pink and green, I could transform the room into a whole new look.”
Zeller summarizes this project’s success, “To be able to show someone the
beauty in another style and then have them love it, too, is a great achievement!”u
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Imagine your home, totally organized!

Custom Closets
Garage Cabinets
Home Offices
Pantries, Laundries
and Hobby Rooms

20% Off
plus Free

2012 © All Rights Reserved. Closets by Design, Inc.

Installation

20% off any order of $1000 or more. 10%
off any order of $700 or more. Not valid
with any other offer. Free installation
with any complete unit order of $500 or
more. With incoming order, at time of
purchase only.

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate

800-293-3744

www.closetsbydesign.com
Licensed and Insured
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Follow us

Tucked into a cliffside near Asheville, this gorgeous modern home built by
Carlton Architecture was designed to work with the landscape, not in spite of it.

Mixing prints, patterns and metals in a
tasteful way is key to a successful design.

Identity
Infusion
By Brandy Woods Snow
Photography by D. Randolph Foulds

The perfect home design
gets personal.

M

“

y girls deserve their own style.” Those are
some of the first words Lauren Clement,
owner of Lauren Nicole Designs, heard
from her soon-to-be client when they met
in a neighbor’s driveway where Clement
was just leaving from a design project.
They exchanged information and a relationship was born. But
Clement soon found out that it wasn’t only the daughters who
needed to find their style. The clients had inherited all of the
furniture from the previous owner when they bought their home,
and none of it suited their personal tastes or requirements.
Clement vowed to change that, but the project quickly

escalated when the client reached out to her with the exciting
news they’d purchased a new home in Waxhaw—a blank
slate with the potential to become their dream home, both
sophisticated and functional.
“With four children and a love of entertaining, their previous
home simply did not have the space or flow to fit their lifestyle.
This house needed to be a perfect mirror of the family with cozy,
quiet areas to relax and open, elegant spaces to host guests—a
place where they could enjoy the best of both worlds inside their
home. It needed to be a functional space for all.” Clement explains.
The Longview home was a traditional style with terrific bones,
and the homeowner wanted to remain true to the classic design
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formality
A broad footprint meant that the homeowners could create a home withSymmetrical
no wasted space.
The greets
kitchenyou
andupon entering the formal living room. A quiet, yet elegant,
breakfast room are warmed by the two-sided living room fireplace, which is accented withcolor
blackpalette
steel. allows the boldness of the family’s showcase artwork to shine.
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This cozy sitting area is the perfect place
for the family of six to enjoy TV and quality
time. Artwork from their personal collection
makes the space uniquely theirs.

while imparting a more contemporary edge. Clement worked
closely with the family to ascertain their particular vision,
grounding her design plans in tangible anchors such as fine
art, architectural details and unique lighting fixtures. “My plan
played off the family’s bold art pieces and the home’s architectural
details against a quieter color palette. The clients’ artwork provided
a way for me to figuratively crawl inside their heads and gain a
deeper insight into their personalities. That, along with a few
simple questions, provided the basis for a cohesive design that
flows seamlessly from one room to the next.”
Guests are greeted by the foyer’s unique refreshment bar.
Tied together by two large windows accented with draperies, a full
rug, and pendant lights, the space feels purposeful and warm.
The great room’s expansive wall of windows and towering 26’
ceilings swathe the home in natural light. Clement continues,
“The room took on an airy quality with custom wallpaper
accented by ceiling-to-floor draperies that frame the handselected artwork. By working on a large scale, I tamed the

space by bringing down the room a bit with a palette of very soft
neutrals that perfectly showcase the bold hues of the artwork
hanging above the fireplace.”
Clement says mixing metals and textures in her design is
an easy way to create layers of interest. “The Longview home
mixes antique gold, bronze, champagne and crystal hardware
and accents for a more visually appealing aesthetic by adding
depth and timeless appeal while also adding versatility in the
years to come.” Clement explains.
Nowhere is this more obvious than in the formal dining room,
where the design is anchored around the chandelier, a piece of
artwork in and of itself. “The champagne twig aesthetic accented
with long strands of drop crystals is the room’s true focal point, and
the other décor had to complement it. Not only does it draw the eye
but it imparts a little bling to balance out the traditionally heavier
feel of the home.” Clement says.
What the home provides in elegant entertainment space,
it matches in cozy family-oriented areas. When a comfortable
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Entertaining need not be stressful in this environment of
calming elegance. Attention to every detail makes this dining
room the perfect place to entertain family and friends.

sectional sofa and two arm chairs were discussed for the family
room, Clement selected a gray and ivory houndstooth fabric
and a rich neutral cut velvet for the upholstery. That’s when
the homeowner asked to push the envelope a bit by selecting
the busier print for the larger sofa, opposite of Clement’s first
inclinations. “I took an educated leap of faith and the gamble paid
off. The new sofa became a statement piece and a bold contrast to
the displayed sculpture.” Clement says.
Having a place where the kids could hang out with family and
friends was also a top priority. In an open loft at the top of the
stairs, Clement created a warm nook with built-in bookshelves
and comfy armchairs where they could read, do homework, and
just hang out with friends.
The sixteen-year-old daughter’s bedroom—the initial design
interest—perfectly meshes the home’s organic elegance with
a youthful vibe. The bed is tucked away in a private alcove,
separated by handmade rope draperies from Cyprus, Greece,
while a hanging swing-bed provides the perfect place to lounge
and relax at any time of the day. The use of weathered woods,
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The family’s study and reading zone
is a favorite hang-out spot. Incredible built-ins house the family’s
books and sentimental treasures
while comfortable, upholstered
seating makes it the perfect place to
snuggle up and read.
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Top: Typically used in only outdoor settings, a swing provides
a unique place for this teen to relax with friends or delve into
serious study time.
Bottom Right: This room is fit for a growing princess, with
invaluable places for storage, organization and relaxing.
Bottom Left: Pillows and a throw add a pop of color and
softness to this rustic swing. In the background, the rope
curtain, handmade in Cyprus, offers privacy to the bed alcove.
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The soft aqua
and natural tones
used inside are
carried outside to
the backyard oasis,
where the family
spends much of
their time relaxing
and entertaining.

various textures and sizes of rope, and neutral textiles creates an organic
haven perfect for a teen girl needing both a fun and productive space.
Says Clement, “The entire home design project was so large, it had to
be completed in chunks over time, but the end result beautifully infused
the homeowner throughout. Each room has a purpose and a personality
of its own, but through the use of complementary colors, textures and
metals, they seamlessly instill continuity in the aesthetic.”u
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This ultra-luxe living room is
perfect for entertaining or just
curling up with a good book.
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Design to

Scale
By Anne Marie Ashley
Photography by Chris Edwards

Dressing up
a model
home is truly
a collaborative
effort.

W

hen award-winning
custom homebuilder
Simonini planned a
small, unique community of townhomes in
the best part of town,
they knew they would need a design team that
could highlight the exquisite architecture while
also creating a stunning interior worthy of the
urban surroundings. Eastover City Homes offer
a city-feel—with proximity to food, shopping,
entertainment and local businesses—in a small
town environment nestled in the thriving Eastover
neighborhood.
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Designer Heather Smith
imagined empty nesters
who liked to entertain
when designing this chic
living room that’s both
comfy and funky.
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Top: This classic neutral bedroom is
sophisticated and calming.
Right: An inviting nook in the
bedroom is awash in neutral tones
and begging for relaxation time.
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The light, bright kitchen
is clean and open, with
upholstered bench
seating for casual
entertaining at the bar.
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An earthy wooden dining table is raised
to formality with creamy upholstered
bench seating, warmed up with pillows
and neutral throws.

“We were looking for a design firm that would compliment the townhome’s
classic features, but was also willing to step outside the box,” explains Louise
“Weezy” Parsons, sales associate for Simonini. “We envisioned uniquely
versatile furnishings that could flow seamlessly from the open floor plan
inside to the veranda outside. Circa Interiors nailed it.”
Designer Heather Smith of Circa Interiors was excited to tackle this project
and knew the goal was to execute a traditional look while still pushing the
envelope.  “With the location being just steps away from Providence Road and
all the convenience of city living, we imagined the homeowners might be emptynesters who love to go out but also entertain at home,” says Smith.
Keeping this in mind, Smith chose natural fabrics in shades of neutrals and
layered them for interest and extra durability. “The upholstery is comfortable,
but over-scaled, which suits the larger size of the rooms,” Smith explains.
Pops of color were weaved through the design using unique and beautiful
artwork loaned from Jerald Melberg Gallery and accessories brought in from
Circa interiors.  Everything was tied together with gorgeous floor coverings
from Charlotte Rug Gallery and linens from local boutique, Isabella.
Every individual lives differently,” says Parsons. “Good design is when
the homeowner is happy!” The model home for Eastover City Homes proves
that good design is, as Smith suggests, welcoming but stylish. “I believe
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Left: Artwork from Jerald Melberg Gallery is expertly accented with simple
accessories that can be easily arranged and rearranged according to taste.
Bottom: The neutral rug from Charlotte Rug Gallery balances the rich earthy
browns in this cozy breakfast area.

humble, natural materials that are meant to be touched are more
appealing,” she continues. “Mix in specialty pieces for impact
and use scale—longer sofas, taller curtains, larger rugs and
bigger light fixtures to simplify a room and make it look larger.”
Smith also adds that accessories should reflect your personal
style, like a beautiful box to hide things away, a candle, a nut
bowl, or photography books of your favorite destinations.
“All can be decorative and functional.”
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The model home designed by Circa for Simonini won the
Parade of Homes Gold Award in the $925,000 - $1.2 Million
category. During the open house, guests were able to explore the
townhome and admire the design.  Most everyone agreed the
open living room with floor-to-ceiling doors flowed effortlessly
into the outdoor living space and was stunning yet perfectly
comfortable.u

Creating the Welcoming House
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Two cities, two stores, eight distinguished designers and ten thousand pieces of uncommon beauty.
Charlotte NC / 704.332.1668
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Birmingham AL / 205.868-9199
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Why do 370,000 families trust the expertise of Anthony & Sylvan Pools? We work closely with you to
build the pool of your dreams; and we build it to last a lifetime. Our skilled craftsmen use the highest
standards and specifications to make the process easy and stress-free. We’re so confident in our
work, we back it up with a lifetime structural warranty.* No wonder we have so many positive online
reviews and satisfied customers. Whatever your dream, you can trust our experts to make it a reality.
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real estate

Real Estate’s

New View

L

ike almost every industry, real estate technology is racing ahead at a breathtaking pace.
Thirty years ago, the real estate industry was
working out of black and white MLS catalogs
the size of a phone book.  Fast forward to today
where entirely new ways exist for consumers to
experience and evaluate real estate.
High definition photography burst on the scene a couple years
ago, enabling homes to be presented online with significantly
more eye-catching appeal. The eye is attracted to color, and vivid
color tends to stand out in terms of attracting higher click thru
rates. HD photography has led to the introduction of drone video,
which although it is still somewhat dependent on bandwidth
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By Reed Jackson

availability, now allows for spectacular presentation of not only a
property’s grounds and setting but also the interior.
Newer applications such as three-dimensional camera
technologies are taking the place of traditional two-dimensional
photography, providing depth, texture and spatial orientation to
rooms and interior spaces. This additional depth gives the viewer
a greater sense of space than ever before and can be incorporated
with actual floorplan measurements, allowing the viewer to
estimate furniture placement and orientation from thousands
of miles away. The impact of Virtual Reality (VR) technology has
exciting implications as well, particularly for new construction
real estate products like custom homes, model homes and
condominium buildings under construction. For example, VR

is now allowing a prospective buyer for a to-be-built
condo unit to strap on VR goggles and virtually walk
from room to room in a digitally-simulated tour of
the space. This application has phenomenal potential
for use in real estate moving forward. In addition,
the advancements in smart phone horsepower will
continue to allow for new and innovative ways to
present real estate, whether it is being viewed curbside
or from a beach cabana 12,000 miles away.
Just as quickly as presentation technologies move
ahead, so does the availability of backend applications
like behavioral analytics measurements and tracking.
These statistics help realtors identify trends related to
property photos and content servings.  When realtors know what is being
looked at and how often, it demonstrates how to better maximize the
ability to attract a consumer to a particular property offering.
       Interestingly enough, while all of this technology is being
leveraged to reach and track consumer behavior, traditional methods
have not been totally displaced. Smart disruptive companies are using
technology, but they’re also deploying traditional methods of reaching
customers like niche print advertising, actual voice communication
(yes, the phone) and community involvement. Combining the
traditional methodology with a technology-based measurement
component better identifies what is appealing to clients, how to best
generate a return on investment and which initiatives may require a
change in strategy.u
Interested in buying or selling a home in Charlotte’s luxury market?
Ivester Jackson can help. Call 704-655-0586 for more information or visit
www.ivesterjackson.com.
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Visit Charlotte’s Largest
Flooring Showroom

Family owned and operated for nearly 40 years.
Ask about our Huge Spring Extravaganza Sale
Special financing options available for
those that qualify.
We provide FREE in home estimates

Hughes Floor Covering, Inc
4312 Monroe Road • Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 372-7486 • HughesFloorCovering.com
FEATURED on WCNC’s Charlotte Today: bit.ly/AC-WCNC1
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Building your new
home is easier with
the right financing
in your plans.
Thinking about building a home? With a Citizens Construction-to-Permanent Mortgage Loan, you can start putting
your plans into action. This special program lets you secure both the construction and permanent financing for
your new home at a great fixed interest rate in one process through closing. It’s just one of the ways we’re working
to be sure your home financing experience is as smooth and easy as possible. That’s what a good bank does.
Available with owner-occupied and second home / vacation properties, the Construction-to-Permanent
Mortgage Loan lets you —
• Lock in your permanent loan rate at application.
• Obtain a fixed-rate mortgage or a 5/1, 7/1 or 10/1 adjustable-rate mortgage for the permanent loan.
• Make interest-only payments during the construction period.
• Include lot financing or build a home on your own lot.
• For primary residences:
• Take advantage of up to 90% financing for loan amounts up to $850,000.
• Renovate an existing home or, if you choose, tear it down and rebuild.
For more information, please call me today!
David Woldman
Construction Lending Specialist
NMLS ID# 659150
704-651-8377
david.m.woldman@citizensone.com

Mortgages are offered and originated by Citizens Bank, N.A. Citizens One Home Loans™ is a brand name of Citizens Bank, N.A. (NMLS ID# 433960) All loans are subject to approval.

Equal Housing Lender. HLAV2115M_422268

Lifestyle

Fuss-Proof

Fêtes
By Brandy Woods Snow

A

s the weather warms up, so do the inclinations
to entertain. An outdoor barbecue, a wedding,
a charity event or an evening with friends
sounds exciting in theory but can quickly turn
into a logistical nightmare for hosts trying to
carry all the burden themselves.
“So many people forget that they can enjoy their own party.
From planning to implementing to clean-up, the obligatory tasks
of pulling together a perfect event can become all-consuming
and detract from the ultimate goal—to have fun,” says Leslie
Schlernitzauer, owner of Porcupine Provisions. “Hiring a
seasoned catering company to manage the details will not
only ensure the event runs smoothly but will also maximize
guest satisfaction.”
Here are a few reasons why hiring a caterer can make your
life (and your party) easier:
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Efficiency
Hiring a caterer is both time and cost efficient. They
have access to the best deals on premium ingredients and
are experienced in calculating the correct amounts needed,
alleviating the problem of running out of food or having too many
leftovers. Additionally, they have the equipment and resources
necessary to execute a meal with ease.
And set-up, prep and clean up? It’s all included! Caterers
organize the space for optimum flow and presentation, serve
food that appeals to guests’ eyes and taste buds, and then clear
away the mess at the party’s finale.
Menu
It’s a daunting task for any host to create menus that not only
fit the scope of the event but also offer delicious food and drink
pairings that perfectly complement each other. Caterers have a

keen knowledge of what works best for each event type and can
provide suitable recommendations.
“We do not have set menus so we start by asking what
kind of party it is, who is coming, is there an agenda, is
there a celebration or milestone happening, what are your
likes and dislikes, and then we craft a menu together,” says
Schlernitzauer.
She adds, “Shrimp and tenderloin both continue to be popular
entrees, but there is an emerging trend toward including more
vegetables, as well as a more adventurous spirit in pushing the
envelope with diverse flavor profiles. Being able to construct and
serve unique menus for our clients’ events are as much fun for
us as it is for them.”
Schlernitzauer has also noticed clients embracing the local
movement, which has allowed Porcupine Provisions to utilize
area farms to incorporate the freshest seasonal ingredients.

Quality
Above all else, caterers are professionals and their services go
far beyond the menu.  They also focus on setting the event’s tone
and mood by fine-tuning all the details from providing linens and
china to handling guests’ requests. It is this attention to detail
combined with the selected menu that creates a comprehensive
experience guests will appreciate.
“Hiring an experienced caterer who inherently understands your
needs will help to create a seamless and stress-free event you can
actually enjoy along with your guests,” says Schlernitzauer. “And
you won’t have to wake up to a kitchen full of dirty dishes!u

To fuss-proof your event, contact Leslie Schlernitzauer at Porcupine
Provisions, 1520 E Boulevard, Charlotte, NC 28203, (704) 376-4010, or visit
their website at www.porcupineprovisions.com.
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The Trend
Dilemma

During my days as a superintendent
for a Charlotte homebuilder in the late
1990s, nearly every home we built featured
kitchens with natural stained maple
cabinetry, black appliances and synthetic
countertops.  Bathrooms were covered
with white ceramic tile and polished brass
faucets or tan-brown travertine with oilrubbed bronze faucets. Now, as a design/
build remodeler, I routinely rip out those
same styles of kitchens and bathrooms
installed ten to fifteen years ago. Flip
through the pages of this magazine, and
you’ll see what is fashionable today is
certainly not what was “in style” then.
Trends change.  Kitchens and bathrooms
have become a fashion industry in
homebuilding,
and the number
of choices
of fixtures,
materials
and finishes
continues to
expand.  A
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wider selection with a significant increase
in choices can be both good and bad.  With
the aid of someone who has an eye for style
and color, each project can be as unique
and personalized as the individual for
which it is being designed. But for someone
with no direction or particular inspiration,
the number of choices can be downright
overwhelming.  
Having completed many projects for
folks who are part of the boomer generation
like my parents, I have seen many scarred
by once having owned homes that featured
avocado and brown colored appliances
or orange shag carpet. Similarly, my
generation endured the colonial revival of
the 1980s complete with floral wallpaper and

Deborah Scannell Photography

Williamsburg blue laminate countertops. Those memories
sometimes get in the way of making decisions when it
comes to remodeling a home today.
The Trend Dilemma, as I like to call it, happens when
a client becomes paralyzed by the fear that their home
will look dated in just a few short years upon investing
thousands of dollars in it.  Worse yet, they’re afraid they’ll
install something that hinders the sale of their home five,
ten or fifteen years down the road.  
Are stainless steel appliances going to remain popular?
What about white cabinets? Marble countertops? Open
floor plans? Painted brick? Barn doors? Wood grain
porcelain tile? After twenty years in this business, I can
assure you of this: things change.  Here are three tips to get you
past the Trend Dilemma:
Trust a Professional
You don’t have to go it alone.  If you feel overwhelmed by all of
the choices, put down the magazine, get off the Internet and call
someone who does this every day. With just a few consultations,
a design professional can observe your tastes, understand your
budget, and set your project goals to help you curate a narrowed
selection of materials to get the job done.  

Trust the Classics
While there may be
cabinetry, plumbing or tile
finishes that will soon go out
of style, a design professional
will help you identify colors and
materials that have stood the test
of time and will provide a longlasting, classic foundation.  
Live in the Present
As in other areas of our
lives, we must balance the need
to be prudent and cautious with the need to live for today.  If
you’ve always wanted a pink island in your kitchen or a handpainted sink in your powder room, then do it!  At the end of the
day, it is your home, and you should make design decisions that
inspire and comfort you, regardless of what’s “in style.”u
Brad Little is the President of Case Design/Remodeling of Charlotte and
part of a leadership team made up of seasoned remodeling and design
professionals with over 220 years of combined experience. Contact
them to discover how they can help you with your home remodeling or
repair needs. For more information, visit www.casecharlotte.com or
call 704-759-3920.
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CABINET REFACING
SYSTEM!
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LIFETIME
WARRANTY

• 1/4” premium solid hardwood • Modify function & add new
facing – no thin veneers!
cabinets, make layout changes • Our expert craftsmen
• NEW Amish solid wood doors • Add roll-outs, bins, a lazy
transform your kitchen
susan – many popular options*
in just 1-3 days
• Huge selection of style & finish
in 8 different woods
• Yes, new countertops, too*!
* Also available without refacing
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It’s that time of year when freshening up for Spring is on the minds of many. For some,
a good window cleaning, switching out pillows, and popping color into your space with
fresh flowers does the trick.  For others, something a bit more dramatic, like a renovation,
is in order.  And while the hassle can be real, the rewards are worth it (I promise).
The main scope of this project focused on a kitchen renovation, featuring a reimagined
layout, updated appliances and a total refresh. The goal included opening and brightening
the space with natural light, increasing functionality and beautifying the space. But one
thing led to another, and what followed was a multi-room facelift that breathed life into
the adjoining dining room, living room and family space with brighter colors and cleaner
lines. The incredible attention to detail created a cohesive design with a consistent flow
from one space to the other.  

K eim

u

A Spirit of
Renovation
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The new open footprint of the kitchen carries through into
an airy dining space. With an eclectic mix of old and new styles
and the addition of wallpaper, the space comes alive in an allneutral color palette punctuated with eye-popping splashes
of colorful art and flowers. This aesthetic flows seamlessly
into the front living space, where the same neutrals take the
lead with the complimenting small color pops in pillows and
artwork. This investment in a consistent color palette allows
homeowners to easily impart change by switching out the little
things, like pillows, flowers and art for a quick refresh. I took my
lead in pulling together the comprehensive design based on the
existing artwork in the home, adding pillows, more art and small
accessories with all new updated furniture and lighting.
The modern lines and combination of black and antique brass
throughout allow the mix of modern and vintage pieces in this
home to work well together. Every successful renovation needs
that one significant wow factor, and the new banister, custom
made by Tuan Hoang Le in one entire piece, completely changed
the look of this space.
So as the weather warms with Spring’s arrival and the spirit of
rebirth and revitalization calls out, visit the farmers’ market for fresh
flowers, call the house cleaners, and switch out those pillows, or
better yet, commit to a full-on remodel. After all, you only live once!u
Beth Keim is the owner of Lucy and Company, a full-service
interior design firm located at 1009 East Boulevard. For more
information, visit www.lucyandcompany.com or call 704-342-6655.
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Charlotte’s
Got A Lot –
of Respect.

I pulled into my driveway at 11:00
p.m. on Sunday night.  I was tired from
a long and busy, yet rewarding weekend
at the Charleston Wine & Food Festival. I
participated in three events during the three
day affair, was operating on very little sleep,
and on the last day I managed to
stick an oyster knife in my palm
by accident.  It was challenging
certainly, but I admit rewarding
as well.
This was the fifth time I
participated in the event, and
in the past it always felt a bit
like a mixed bag for me. The
Charleston Wine & Food Festival
is one of the largest food festivals
in the Southeast, with chefs from
all over the region showing up to
display their talents.  Everywhere
I looked, there were hipster
beards and tattoos ranging from vegetables
to various parts of a pig.  It felt like a flock of
peacocks descended upon the city.

Somehow, amidst all of the show, I never
felt like I quite fit in there.  First, I grew up
in the Northeast, so when I hang around
southern chefs, I always feel a bit out of
my element.  I can’t passionately discuss
my favorite bourbon or engage in deep
discourse about the history of cornbread.  I
didn’t grow up with a love of college football,
nor have I sampled every barbecue joint in
the Southeast.  Yes, these may be overblown
generalizations, but they all come from real
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conversations in which I’ve been (or tried to
be) a part.
I’ve discovered in Charleston, and at food
festivals around the country, that there
seems to be a lack of respect for Charlotte’s
restaurant scene amongst my peers.  I

distinctly remember my first year at the
festival when I proudly told another chef my
restaurant was located in Charlotte. He said,
“I’m sorry to hear that,” and walked away.
This year was different, however.  I
realized that focusing on the negative has
impeded my focus on all the great people
I’ve met over the years. I noticed I couldn’t
walk 50 feet without running into a chef I
knew and admired.  As we caught up, it was
clear we all have very much in common.  We
have the same challenges, frustrations and
accomplishments.
Another thing I realized is just how far
Charlotte has come as a “food city”.  This
year, everyone I met seemed genuinely
interested in what we have going on here.  
I spoke to chefs and food writers who knew
all about our restaurants in the city and all
showed respect for what we are doing. I felt
most proud to be a Charlotte chef.
      Sometimes, it is easy to lose sight of
how incredible our city is.  Too often, I hear
we don’t have good food or culture in this
city.  But, I’m learning it’s important for
us to recognize what the rest of the South
is starting to see in Charlotte.  We live in a
vibrant city; one I love to call home.  Let’s
make sure we support it.u
Bruce Moffett is the owner and head chef of
Barrington’s Restaurant in Charlotte. He’s been in
the restaurant business for 35 years and has been
cooking for even longer. Visit Barrington’s at 7822
Fairview Road, or check out their menu online at
www.barringtonsrestaurant.com.
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Classic Interiors Redefined

Serving Charlotte’s Interior Design & Home
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Kitchen & Bath Collection
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Creating Beautiful
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BE IN THE
KNOW:

Construction to
Perm Mortgage

It is an unfortunate scenario:
Homeowners are prequalified
for the entire amount of their
custom home build estimate.
They get tremendously excited
and move forward with the build.
Then suddenly, they get hit with
shocking news – more out-ofpocket, cash expenses are needed
and they don’t have the cash handy.
The deal could fall through.
How did they so drastically
miscalculate their expenses?
They made the common mistake
of assuming that a custom build
loan works like a traditional
mortgage loan,. TD Bank loan
officer and construction lending
specialist Donna Schermerhorn
explains, “Banks can’t typically
lend you more than 80 percent
of the home’s value for custom
builds. This means that you’ll
will have to pay the remaining 20
percent in cash.”
In addition, custom appraisals
present their own unique challenges.
“Loan amounts are based on the
most recent sales of comparable
homes, or ‘comps’ in the area’,” says
Donna. “However, comps are only
based on two criteria: location and
square footage. This means there can
be a gap between comps and your
actual home value – a gap you may
need to fill with cash.”
Let’s say the 4,500-squarefoot, $1 Million custom home you
are building has heated floors,
a high-end appliance package
and extensive custom cabinetry,
making it worth every penny you’re
paying. If the next-door-neighbor’s
4,500-square-foot home sold for
$700,000 last month there’s going
to be a gap in your appraisal. It
doesn’t matter that his home is 15
years old, needs a new roof and a
kitchen renovation, and has none
of the custom upgrades your home
now has.
What’s more, closures on new
custom builds are not counted as
sales, and the homes generally
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won’t appear in the MLS. So, if your neighbor
across the street built a 4,500-square-foot custom
home for $1.5 million last month, that comp won’t
be taken into consideration by the bank. What’s
more, custom homes are rarely resold quickly. This
causes a considerable lag between custom home
builds and accurate custom home appraisals.
The good news: your dream of building a custom
home is far from doomed. Knowledge is power!
The more homework you do, the more easily you
Photos by Brie Williams Photography

can avoid problems. “First, if you have already purchased the
land where your home is being built, you can use that amount
toward your down payment,” advises Donna. “If you haven’t
yet purchased land, research comps in the area you’re
considering. If there are no custom home comps for a home of
the size you plan to build, keep looking. Or, if you are still very
committed to building there, find the closest comp, estimate the
amount of cash you’ll need, and plan accordingly.”
Fortunately, the custom home market is expanding quickly
in Charlotte. The chances of finding a great area to build in,

that has accurate custom home comps nearby, are high and
increasing all the time – placing that custom dream home
ever closer within your reach.u

Mary Ludemann is the founder of New Old and has been
designing and building homes for over 12 years. To discuss your
next dream build or renovation project, contact New Old at
704-975-5196. For more information, visit www.newold.com or
email them at building@newold.com.
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The
Statement
Maker

Design and fashion are ever-changing industries, but one
thing has remained true over the
years—every great design needs
a “statement” piece.  In the same
way a fabulous outfit with a
gorgeous dress and shoes would
not be complete without that
unique necklace, a great kitchen,
whether large or small, must
also have a focal point in a statement piece or wall that creates a
“wow” element.
The key to designing the
statement piece or wall is all
about creating a focal point
using layers of materials.  Some
of my favorite statement walls
use an interesting tile that flows
from the countertop all the way
to the ceiling. The addition of
a special hood enclosure made
from various metals or different species of wood can create
simplicity and clean lines to
draw in the eye. Exciting cabinet
hardware, the perfect cabinetry finish and an interesting
countertop complete the aesthetic. While floating shelves or
suspended shelves in front of a
window add pop, the selection of
perfect lighting sources to accent
the statement wall is paramount.
Another way to make a statement in the kitchen is to design
an island that stands out from
the perimeter cabinets.  There
are endless ways to create an

outstanding island.  First, you
can select a very special wood
for the cabinetry.  For example,
pecky cypress is a very unique
wood, characterized by deep
pockets or recesses created
by fungi, where the finished
product is imperfect and very
interesting.  Custom carved
legs, corbels or even metal or
acrylic legs can personalize your
island, while adding a surprise
wainscot panel on the exposed
sides and back is an opportunity
to incorporate a different design
from the perimeter cabinetry.  
Crowning this unique center
piece with a special countertop
material such as concrete or
zinc adds another interest layer,
and accenting the toe kick area
with either a furniture base or a
recessed toe kick with concealed
LED lighting can really offset
your island in the evening and
nighttime hours.  
From any wall to the very
center of the space, a kitchen
statement piece can dial up the
wow factor in your design. In
fact, every wall should have its
own little ‘pop’ in addition to the
main statement wall or piece, so
when you’re planning your new
kitchen, don’t be afraid to incorporate that extra wow factor. It
will add interest and excitement
to the space you’ll fall in love
with more each and every day!u

Catherine Whitney is the showroom manager and designer at SouthEnd
Kitchens. She has 30 years experience in the kitchen and bath industry
and works diligently with clients every step of the way. For more information
or to schedule an appointment, call 704-508-9505 or email Catherine at
catherine@southendkitchens.com. The design studio is located in the
historic Meeting Hall building at 1500 South Blvd, Suite 101-A. You can
also visit South End Kitchens at www.sekdesignstudio.com.
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Choosing
the Right
Carpet

When purchasing
carpet, consumers
have a lot of options!  
There are different
styles, colors, weights,
and even fibers.  So,
which one should you
pick?  I’ll let you in on
a little secret…take a
closer look at the fibers.
Color and styles are
important; however,
longevity and durability
are found within the
fibers.  
There are four main
types of carpet fibers:
wool, nylon, triexta
and polyester.  If you
are looking for a carpet
that is composed of
a stronger yarn and
is known for best wear, then you should
choose wool.  This type of carpet is soft and
naturally made.  However, while wool is
long lasting and nice looking, it is not the
most stain resistant and may not be the
most cost effective choice. Because of these
reasons, wool is found mostly in rugs and
stair runners.  
Nylons consist of the strongest
man-made yarn and are second best when it
comes to wear. Treated with Stain Master,
Anso or Wear Dated, nylon rugs are more
stain resistant and can also be a bit more
cost effective. Over time,
this type of fiber must be
retreated to ensure the
carpet maintains its stain
resistance capabilities.  
If stain resistance is
your top priority, look for
carpets made of triexta.  
This type of yarn is
composed of 38 percent
corn silk and 62 percent
various other polymers.  
This organic fiber gets its
excellent stain resistant

properties from the corn
in the corn silk fiber. In
order to prove its durability
and stain resistance, the
manufacturer performed
a Rhino Test.  A sample
of the carpet was placed
inside a 5,400-pound
rhinoceros’s enclosure,
where he lived on it for
two weeks.  The carpet
was covered with mud
and other matter.  After
a professional cleaning,
the carpet remained soft,
durable, and looked as if it
were brand new.  This fiber
never has to be retreated
and is comparable in price
to nylons.   
Finally, if cost is your
main concern, then
consider Polyester.  Polyester provides you
with more yarn for your money, but lacks
the strength of wool, nylon or triexta and it
must be retreated to ensure it remains stain
resistant.  If you are looking for vibrant
colors, you will find more options within
polyester carpet because this type of fiber
can absorb color more easily.  
In general, being educated on your
options makes shopping so much easier.  If
you are in the market for carpet or any type
of flooring for that matter, stop by Hughes
Floor Covering today! u

Randy Hughes, founder of Hughes Floor Covering, has been in the flooring business for over 40
years. Their family-run showroom carries one of the best selections of carpet, hardwoods, vinyl,
laminates and ceramic and porcelain tile in the Charlotte area. Visit them at 4312 Monroe Road,
call them at 704-372-7486 or visit www.hughesfloorcovering.com.
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Lantiques
a D o n n a
and Interiors

An Eclectic Mix of Found Treasure from
Period to Mid-Century for your Home and Garden
INTERIOR DESIGN
Antiques • Restored Furniture • One of a kind Accessories • Custom Lighting
Located in the Historic SouthEnd

2216 Hawkins Street • Charlotte, NC 28203 • 704.375.0082
Monday-Friday 10-4 or by appointment • LaDonnaInteriors.com

THIN BRICK OR PAINT? THE DECISION IS EASY.
T H I N M A S O N R Y P R O D U CT S

PLAIN WALLS HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO BE SO MUCH MORE…

THIN BRICK NAME :

Peppermill

THIN BRICK NAME :

Smokestack

www.generalshale.com

Thin Brick brings natural elements from the
outdoors to your interior. The time-honored
beauty and durability of brick also provides a
sense of comfort and familiarity. Why keep the
beauty of brick on the outside only to leave the inside
with mundane drywall and paint? The versatility of thin
brick provides an unmistakable warmth and a welcoming
feeling. Transcend the traditional in your design and take
brick to places it’s never gone before!

THIN BRICK NAME :

|

Engishpub (white-washed grout)

THIN BRICK NAME :

Ironworks, Englishpub, Peppermill

10800 Reames Road · Charlotte, NC 28269 · (704) 599-2877 · Mon–Fri 7:30am–4:30pm
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design

spotlight
Front Door Fabrics Hosts
She is Safe Event
On April 27 from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., Front Door Fabrics will welcome Michele Rickett, the founder
of She is Safe, to talk about their organization. She is Safe works to rescue and protect women
and girls in high risk areas around the world. Front Door Fabrics is a long-time supporter of this
organization and their mission. The event will include a silent auction as well as hors d’oeuvres
served by Delectables by Holly. For more information, stop by Front Door Fabrics or visit their
website at www.frontdoorfabrics.com.

Ethan Allen Introduces Disney Collection
Ethan Allen has partnered with Disney to create a new line of home
furnishings to bring a little more magic to your home. They offer collections
for all areas of the home from the playroom to the bedroom and items
ranging from furniture to decor. To learn more about this collection and
special introductory prices, visit the Ethan Allen Design Center at 11516
Carolina Place Parkway, Charlotte/Pineville or www.ethanallen.com.

Traditions Local Talent Event & Silver Heart Event
Traditions is hosting a Local Talent Event in their store. Artists, bakers, and
jewelry makers will all be at Traditions showing and selling their talent on
Tuesday, April 25 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.  The event will feature Ashley Sellner,
Milo & Finn, Sweet Blossoms, Toni Johnson, Bonnie
& Bud, Madison Sumner, Amy Elizabeth, Erin
McDermott, Tatiana Soares, and ShopCapella.  Traditions
is also hosting an all-day event on Thursday, May 25.  
Receive a small silver heart accessory with a purchase of
$25 or more. Find information on other Traditions’ 25th
Anniversary Events at www.traditionsofcharlotte.com or
at the shop at 4317 Park Road.

New Old Custom Home Builders
Announce The Bramble
Pre Release Date April 2017,
Release Date May 2017
The Bramble is a community of homes
crafted in true New Old style featuring all
of the charm, warmth and character of
true Southern living. The seven exclusive
properties in the gated neighborhood are
“Livable luxury” at its finest.  For more
information, contact New Old at 704-975-5196.

Kitchen and Bath Remodeling Seminars

Rug & Home Foundation Fundraiser

Case Design offers free
remodeling seminars
each Saturday from 10
a.m. to 12 p.m. Learn
from experienced remodelers and work directly
with them. Call 704-759-3920 or visit them
online at www.casecharlote.com to reserve
your seat.

Rug & Home is raffling a Hand-Knotted sari silk rug worth over $4000. Tickets
for the raffle are only $2 and proceeds will go to help Selah Grace, a four-year-old
girl battling a rare form of cancer. She was diagnosed last January and has suffered
other side effects from her treatment, including a significant loss of hearing.
Throughout this ordeal, Selah and her family
maintain a bright outlook on life. To donate
or purchase a raffle ticket, contact Stephanie
Brendell at stephanieb@rugandhome.com
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C R E AT I V I T Y, I M A G I N AT I O N A N D S T Y L E ,
ALL THROUGH ONE DOOR.

FrontDoorFabrics.com | Mon – Sat, 9:30 – 5:00 | 9517 Monroe Road, Charlotte | 704•844•6330

arts and culture

spotlight
Featured Artists:
Joni Purk and David Terpening, Susan Staub
Charlotte Fine Art Gallery
Through May
www.charlottefineart.com
Oil artist and curator Joni Purk will be
featured for the month of May at Charlotte
Fine Art Gallery alongside David Terpening,
a brilliant wood turner, skilled in the art
of creating wooden vessels, boxes and
furniture. Susan Staub will also be featured
this month. Susan is the winner of the 2016
student show and paints local scenes.

Luncheon and Demonstration
Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery
April 8, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
www.anneneilsonfineart.com
The Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery
recently relocated to the Shops at
Morrison in SouthPark. This ticketed
event features Bethanne Kinsella Cople
and her breathtaking plein air landscape
paintings known for their lush painterly
quality. Lunch provided.

Taste of the Mint

South End Gallery Crawl

Taboo! The 2017 Gala

Mint Museum
April 12
www.mintmuseum.org

South End Charlotte
April 7 and May 5
www.historicsouthend.com

Bechtler Museum of Modern Art
April 21, 7 p.m. – 11 p.m.
www.bechtler.org

Bring together your love of food
and your love of art at the Mint
Museum’s Taste of the Mint
event. Enjoy four small plates and
wine pairings at Halcyon, Flavors
from the Earth at Mint Museum
Uptown, then shuttle to Mint
Museum Randolph for a curatorled tour of the Portals to the
Past: British Ceramics exhibit.

The first Friday of every
month, many local galleries
stay open late to host lively
receptions for new exhibits with
music, refreshments and the
opportunity to meet the artists.
Many galleries offer paintings
and other pieces for sale during
this event.

The eighth annual fundraising
Gala “Taboo” will be held this
year as a tribute to the Bechtler
Collection’s modern and
contemporary artists, which
will be on view in the museum’s
fourth-floor galleries. This event
is fun and engaging, featuring an
inspired menu and bar, brilliant
décor, entertainment and a
silent auction.

Timeless

Spring Into Arts Festival

Semiannual Open House

Tell Me More

Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery
Through April 29
www.anneneilsonfineart.com

Downtown Concord
May 13, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
www.concorddowntown.com

Dilworth Artisan Station
May 5
www.dilworthartisan.com

McColl Center for
Art + Innovation
April 14 – May 27
www.mccollcenter.org
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Living with kids and pets is easy...

WHEN YOU HAVE THE BEST PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS & NO CHARGE
SPOTTING SERVICE FOR YOUR CARPET, RUGS, & FURNITURE!

Fiber-Seal of Charlotte | 704.665.7260 | Charlotte@FiberSeal.com | www.Charlotte.FiberSeal.com

inspire. follow. like.

facebook.com/CharlotteHDD

@Charlotte_HDD

pinterest.com/homeddmag

houzz.com/pro/homedesigndecormag

@Charlotte_HDDmagazine

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com
for additional photos from all of our feature homes
and our local design resource guide.
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De-clutter.
De-stress.
We got this.

Whole Home Organization

Whole home organization could change your whole life. De-stress and simplify
with the daily delight of sophisticated closet systems. See your garage in a whole
new light. Create an office space that really works. Just one call and your Tailored
Living professional can do it all – listen to your needs, custom tailor a design to meet
them, then install everything expertly. It’s what we do. It’s what you deserve.

(704) 659-4740 • tailoredliving.com
Tailored Living. We make life easier.

We offer a 5% discount on any project over $2500 for cash or check.
At participating franchises only. Ask for details on local special offers in your area. Some restrictions may apply.
©2017 Tailored Living, LLC. All rights reserved. Each franchise independently owned and operated. Tailored Living featuring
PremierGarage is a trademark of Tailored Living, LLC and a Home Franchise Concepts brand. Franchise opportunities available.

Your Outdoor Kitchen
and Grill Specialist

Visit our retail showroom:
2324 Distribution St. Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-8447 • www.charlottegrillco.com
Showcasing Danver
Outdoor Cabinets
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®
Need it Sold? TM

Entire households, moving sales –email: sellme@consignmentfirst.com

Need it Sold? TM TODAY?

Drop-in days at store, Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., 10-5, No appointment necessary.

Market Samples • Consignment • Home Decor • Estate Settlements
30,000 sq. ft. superstore! • Mon-Fri 9-6 • Sat 9-5 • Closed Sunday
Celebrating our 30 year Anniversary!
I-485 & Independence Blvd., Exit 51A (next to Elevation Church)
11416 “D” Independence Blvd. | Matthews, NC 28105 | 704-847-2620 | www.consignment1st.com
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custom homes and remodeling

SER V IN G C H AR L OTTE
F OR O V ER 1 5 YEARS

Ask About Our Ready-to-Customize Homes
www.hhc-construction.com | 704-777-1343

POOL
BY
DESIGN
Making parents, kids and
dogs happy since 1976

217 Fairwood Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203

Call about our current swimming pool specials!

(704) 3DESIGN
333-7446
poolbydesign.com

K i t c h e n s | B at h s | A d d i t i o n s | E x t e r i o r s

IN -HOUSE DESIGNERS – COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROCESS
2016 NARI CoTY Winner
AWARD WINNING SERVICE – SOUTHEND DESIGN STUDIO
FIVE 2016 NARI CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARDS, INCLUDING BEST OF SHOW
Visit CaseCharlotte.com to view our CASE Studies and request a consultation
704-759-3920 | Charlotte, NC

THE

BRAMBLE
L I V A B L E

L U X U R Y

WWW.THEBRAM BLE.COM ~ 704-975-3723 ~ LIVE@THEBRAM BLE.COM

Tucked away in one of Charlotte’s most desired neighborhoods, this exclusive
gated community exemplifies the best of Southern living, gracious charm and
luxury. Don’t miss this limited opportunity, call or email today for more information.

new old
HOMES

|

DESIGN

| INTERIORS

| LAND

www.newold.com

